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PRESIDENTS’S REPORT
I guess everyone’s thoughts are “I can’t believe it is this time of year again”, with our lives getting busier it
is quite surprising how fast the year can go. Instead of lamenting on the loss of another year I think it is
prudent to look back at some of the fantastic times we have had. From the Club’s point of view we have
had another great year with positive inroads being made surrounding the Parramatta River. We have seen
upgrades on the Weirs on the Nepean river being undertaken, which who would have ever thought would
have happened a few years ago. The Lane Cove River has had some works carried out also.
We have had some great trips and some fabulous days on the water. I have really enjoyed spending time
with everyone over the year and have enjoyed myself immensely. I would like to thank all members for all
their support this year.
Merry Christmas to every one and have a safe and happy new year.
Good fishing to all, regards and tight lines.

Chris Ghosn

Parra River Carp Bash Nov ‘09
While anybody in the club with sense was off fishing the Northern NSW rivers, Tham and I spent Saturday 14th
November manning the club stand at the Parramatta River Carp Catch. This is the fourth time we’ve been represented
at this event and I have to say that it was probably one of the better ones for us.
Our display board attracted quite a bit of attention as
usual and, along with the usual casual observers, we
probably had half a dozen genuine enquiries about
membership and activities.
We also had a couple of new features on the stand this
time.
Dave Seaman, creator of the Wild River Bass and Wild
River Bass 2 DVD’s kindly gave us permission to play
these on our stand so we had these on constant rotation
during the day - thanks Seamo! Admittedly, you had to
get pretty close to the laptop to see them well on this
daylight stand, but they certainly kept Tham and I
entertained in any quiet moments. Hopefully, we can
work out a better display option for the future.
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The second new feature was my recent attempt to build a
model of a vertical slot fishway. As you can see from the
photo hereabouts I sill have to work on some signage and
I have a few other improvements in mind but the model
works. The slope is close to real life conditions and the
baffles do create eddies. It definitely attracted people, so
we’ll make it a feature of future displays.
The best news of the day though was the bass captures.
Not necessarily the 34cm model, which could
conceivably have been an escapee from the 2003/04 Lake
Parramatta stockings, but the 10 cm model that was also
caught.
This could have been an illegal stocking but the optimist
in me prefers to believe that it may be evidence of a
remnant natural population in the river downstream of
Charles St weir. Whilst this fishway is still not in regular
operation, the boards were out for a couple of weeks in
July and there is a chance that this fish came up through
the fishway under tidal influence. Here’s hoping!
Of course we’ll get a clearer picture when this fishway is
in regular operation but, despite the official opening of
the 3 constructed fishways a few days before the carp
bash, I still don’t have any firm news on when this will
happen. I’ll keep you posted on that one.
Oh, there was another (or the same?) silver perch caught
on the day. And, as usual, an eel - but no carp. At least this time we saw plenty of carp in the competition area but
they’re still proving elusive for the competitors. We heard a rumour that the carp may have been present due to
berleying by Parramatta City Council in the week leading up to the event so we’ll have a chat with them and see if we
can help refine the process.
Anyway, this event is still attracting good numbers of people and is still a good avenue for us to get our ideas and
knowledge out there. Hope to see a few of you at the next one.

Father/Daughter October BassCatch
My BassCatch experience was a really enjoyable Saturday on a canoe with my daughter Jayda. Its been about 7 years
since we last fished together, probably at a BassCatch. After a late start (my fault) we launched at Hanna Park, Nth
Richmond with a beautiful day looming. I had armed Jayda with 2 spin outfits, much to her chagrin, but she was
swapping them like a pro before very long!
I had my usual 3 outfits – L baitcaster and 2 x L spin. I put on a popper and a small Aus-Spin 1/16oz spinnerbait on
Jayda’s rods. Under the bridge, Jayda soon had a hit on the popper, but no hook up. Persisting after that, it took a
little while before I was on the board with a small buzzbait fish. My other spin rig had the ol’ favourite black
Crickhopper on and I started catching fish on that. After I had 3 fish on the board, Jayda soon had another
Crickhopper on the end of her line and after a few words of instruction from me (very light lure… start cranking it
slowly… use the rod tip to control depth…, etc,) she started catching fish. I thought it would be a more difficult lure
for her to use, but after that day, she’s hooked on the Crickhopper.
The fishing was steady rather than spectacular. There was, as is usual nowadays, several other anglers sharing that
water with us, on canoes, on kayaks and a couple of powered boats as well. Fowkesy & Baz were supposed to be on
the same stretch, but Jayda and I were supposed to start a lot earlier than them. Our late start meant that they launched
only a few minutes after we did. I didn’t know that and it wasn’t until late in the day that we caught up with each
other. Apparently, they passed behind us and headed downstream for a while before starting fishing. Sneaky buggers!
Janet had packed us a picnic lunch of epic and gourmet proportions and our picnic lunch by the river was much enjoyed
& appreciated! Kicking myself for not taking a pic of the spread as it was truly Mmmmm !
I ended up being outfished by my daughter, going down 9 to 13 in her first fishing trip for ages. I couldn’t even boast
the largest fish of the day as both our largest fish were identical at 309mm ! Jayda was chuffed and of course I said
nothing about being at the back of the canoe, doing 90% of the paddling, blah blah bla…! We fished all day except for
the odd nature breaks and lunch and I must say how impressed I was with Jayda’s skills and persistence. She just kept
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on casting, one after another, just like any of us hard core bass fishos would do, ALL DAY! She was working that
little Crickhopper expertly (maybe a little too slowly I thought, but it worked for her AND she didn’t get snagged very often !).
Her casting was also pretty good and she only lost 1 lure all day – the little Aus Spin spinnerbait. Of course I like to
think that it’s all due to the expert coaching she had growing up!! Caught her 1st fish aged 3 and had probably caught
more fish up to age 9 than I had, until my 30’s.
First fish of the day –on a small black & purple buzzbait

Early on, Jayda’s radar was not quite calibrated yet

Plenty of these 140 – 160mm fish!

A better one for Jayda

My 309mm fish on a small pale firetiger spinnerbait
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Action sequence – starting with a NICE cast, deep to the back

Reward - Hook up!
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Result: a healthy looking 309mm on the Crickhopper !

1 or 2 spinnerbait fish too
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Back at Hanna Park, Fowkesy lent us his recently-fabricated canoe trolley (whew! thanks!) and helped us get the canoe
back on the car. We followed them to the Wilberforce campsite where I saw what a great place it is and how lucky we
are to be able to use it. I didn’t stay long and my appetite was destroyed on the drive over due to an overdose of
breathing in the turf farm fertilisers! I felt sick! As a bass fishing day, it wasn’t bad. As a day to chill out with my
daughter, priceless… !
The Editor

Parramatta River BassCatch October 11
Fowkesy, Ashley and The Ed launched at Northmead, the Toongabie Ck arm of the upper Parra River. I
had never been on the water there before and I have to say how good the place looks. There were nice deep
stretches, plenty of overhanging vegetation, rocks and a half decent flow. It was interesting to see the trash
booms installed at various points on the river worked quite well in keeping back all sorts of (floating) urban
flotsam.
The crew at the start

Trash boom (dirty side)

Trash boom (clean side)

Darling Mills Ck flowing into Toongabie Ck

Scenery
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LOTS of carp activity & I spotted this large koi

At the other end – flying fox colony

We split up at the beginning – Ashley & Fowkesy went upstream on Toongabie Ck while I went
downstream. No fish caught! Lost my most successful spinnerbait since being back in Oz, grrrrrrr !
Milton fished The Pound the next day solo, for a couple of hours and also never got a touch.
This was the first time I’ve been on the water on the upper Parramatta River and I’m convinced that it is a
very worthy aim to have our Aussie Bass re-populate this degraded, yet pretty waterway in the heart of
Sydney. Personally, I think it’s a waterway which is screaming for stocking, but we have to wait for
another 3 years, and a few more “BassCatches” there before Fisheries will approve stocking.
The Editor
The Editor’s HNF BassCatch – October 21
Missing out on the club’s Big Trip to Knorrits Flat and the Macleay, and not having much luck fishing around Sydney,
I really needed to get away. I was on the road leaving the Liverpool area around 2pm Friday. No problem getting there
and setting up the tent and then it was time to catch up with Milton & the rest of the party from the Big Trip. Or
should I say, the ones with enough staying power as Dave C, Nevile & Anthony had a big one at the pub and simply
left the next day! Our Chris G didn’t find the Clarence Town exit and just kept on driving home. Apparently, they
had a pretty good trip with a few decent fish landed.
At the BBQ that evening, the usual allocation of fishing stretches were made and I scored a float with 2 Maitland
residents, Gus & Chris. They kindly arranged the vehicles for the shuttle and I got to fish the HNF Reach 2, the one
above the stretch I so enjoyed in March. Friday was HOT with temperatures reaching 43o C in CT ! By the time I set
up my tent, I was ready for a cold beer. During the lead up to the BBQ, we saw an ominous-looking storm approach.
Tents were battened down and things collected and put away before we all gathered around (& soon under…) the HNF
marquee tent. During the cooking, the storm hit with impressive thunder, lightning and heavy rain. Some of us were
hanging on to the tent poles & ropes while others moved around emptying water gathering on the ‘roof’. After about
half hour, it was all over and while it made things steamy for a while, the overall cooling down was much appreciated.
Soon, we were able to sit around and eat, talk & drink beer.
We were up at around 4am which was a shock to my system! I must admit the locals had their timings sorted
impeccably as we found ourselves on the water right at first light (a most unfamiliar time of day!). The launch point was
in the heart of Dungog and the bridge pool was of quite a big size. About 30m after launching, I put out my first cast of
the day, with a small, black & purple buzzbait with a trailer hook (the same one in my October BassCatch story, Ed.).
Halfway back to me, in the open, it got taken and I soon landed my first fish of the day, a healthy 275mm specimen
which REALLY wanted to eat the buzzer as I had to retrieve both hooks from deep inside its mouth. I hope it
survived, as it was a bleeder when I released it. All 3 of us were on the scoreboard within the first 5mins, before we
left the bridge pool. Gus & Chris remarked that they were surprised too, as the bridge pool is normally “sterile” as
they put it. I thought it might be on for young & old that day as I got my first 3 fish of the day on the buzzbait. Things
soon settled down after that, with some bursts of activity throughout the day. Unfortunately, the 4am start did have a
downside in that I left my camera in the tent, so I have no pictures from the day. Amazing that was the only thing I forgot!
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“Unfortunate” it was as it was a typically beautiful stretch. Plenty of pebble races, a few rock rapids, some deeper
pools, shallow stretches, lots of overhanging vegetation and a LOT of woody snags. The water looked dirty, but it was
mainly stained and lure visibility was quite good. Saturday turned out beautiful, with moderate temps and I was soon
in the groove. A bit too much as it turned out as I was supposed to stay with my float partners who moved through
very quickly. They did that because they knew their local streams very well and moved with very precise timings in
mind. I fished at my usual pace which proved too slow leading to concern from and I suspect, some fishing interrupted,
for Gus & Chris. For me, worse was to come!
I wish I could remember who it was at the BBQ Friday night who told me about the Williams sometimes “running
backwards!” from agricultural, industrial & domestic water extraction. It was to play a key role in what was to happen
towards the end of the day. After sticking together for a while, I slid back to my tardy ways and lagged far out of sight
behind the others. I was fishing a long, deeper pool where the water current was not readily obvious when I came to
the head of the pool. Obvious (now!) that I had merely criss-crossed both sides of the pool and was surprised by the
fact that I was not moving in the direction I thought I was. My well-known lack of internal compass kicked in with the
story from the BBQ ringing in my ears! I thought the river had changed and it was running backwards!! Some huge
Water Authority pump had started sucking water out of the Williams!! I paddled and dragged against the current for at
least 15-20 minutes before I came to something I recognised from before and realised that I had really, REALLY
f@!#*$ up ! I felt so confused and anxious I was actually scared at one stage before I came to the realization I had
stuffed up. I turned around and paddled madly in search of my companions. My little detour made me even further
behind the others and when I caught up, they were not amused.
After I explained what happened, the first thing that Gus did was to offer me a cold drink. I mean he really wanted me
to have a drink! Obviously he thought I was dehydrated to the point of delirium & disorientation!! Can’t say I blame
him! I assured him that I had ample water and was well hydrated and that it was one of those really weird things that
happen (especially to me!)! We weren’t allowed to fish any more and we paddled to the takeout in time to do the shuttle
and be back at camp before the BBQ. Told you those guys had their timings sorted!
They also had other comforts sorted as they had a little Trangia-style stove and had a boil up of cocktail franks and a
cuppa when we stopped for lunch. I had already brought plenty to eat and the extra couple of franks and a hot cuppa
was a nice touch.
My tally at the end of the day was 33 fish, with NONE over 300mm ! My largest for the day was a 285mm. It was
“old school” day for me with the vast majority of fish caught on crankbaits, mainly a small green & gold Koolabung
diver. Gus used a pink & black Killalure all day and accounted for over 50 fish. It was a lure that wouldn’t look out of
place in my saltwater tackle box for bream & flathead. Chris stuck mainly to an extra shallow-diving crankbait and
caught a couple of nice fish, including the largest fish of the day out of our group, an impressive 40cm model. Gus got
a few fish in the mid-300’s. With Gus’ pink lure and Chris’ shallow diver in mind; I also caught a few fish on a pink,
yellow & black Deception Paelomon. Out of my 33, 4 were caught on a buzzbait, 2 on spinnerbaits and the rest were
on the 2 crankbaits. I think my buzzbait fish were the only ones caught from the surface, all day, from any of us. All
the fish were in good condition and pulled hard. I was actually pretty pleased with my score, fishing behind the guys
most of the day and bypassing some good-looking water in the last hour or so.
Bass Sydney, as usual were well represented at the event, but as I had already explained, a few didn’t actually make it
on to the water on the Williams! Milton, Jim & Garnet fished a gentlemanly session on Saturday. Dave C, Neville &
Anthony must’ve had a big night! They’ll have to tell us all about it sometime!
I never intended to fish the 2nd day of the BassCatch as I wanted to do some exploring and hopefully fish a delightful
nearby river. However, the forecast of temperatures in the 40’s on Sunday put paid to any serious attempts at fishing
and I spent most of the day looking for the launch & takeout for a particularly treasured kayak & canoe bassin’ trip
down it years ago. The air-conditioned car was preferable to the sweltering oven outside. I only accomplished half my
mission in that I only found the takeout point, but couldn’t damn well find where we put in those years ago! Annoyed,
but too hot to stress about it! I managed a little fishing on foot at various points along the river and even saw a few
~250mm bass that wouldn’t be tempted. I thought that some wade fishing would be a cool alternative to fishing on the
yak, but when I turned my ankle, I thought, “That’s it!” and decided to abandon any further fishing of any sort and head
home early.
Hobbling around half of this week, I reflected on another eventful weekend in the Williams/Hunter Valleys. A lovely
place and its many streams and population of feisty bass deserve to be protected, cherished and enjoyed. I dunno if
they’ll let me back after this trip!
The Editor
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FOWKESY’S FLY ROD BASS
Some of you may recall that I bought myself an 8 weight fly fishing outfit and learnt how to cast it (badly) so that I
could go on a bonefishing expedition in mid 2008. It was great fun but when I got home the fly rod was stowed under
the house and was running a great risk of becoming a permanent dust gatherer.
So, when spring rolled around, I determined that this would be the year when I had a crack at bass on fly. I dutifully
carted the thing around at our September event and the October BassCatch but didn’t get around to using it.
A few weeks back I bit the bullet and walked in to the bottom end of the Smith’s Rd pool to have a shakedown session
from the shore. I discovered that I can still cast badly and that there’s even more weed there than usual (not to mention
the odd shrub on a misdirected back cast). I spent an hour and a half casting into the teeth of a strong breeze on a bad
barometer day and caught nothing - but at least I gained the confidence to have a crack from the canoe.
Two Saturdays back I did just that. Jules and I were fishing up at Wallacia which was like bloody Pitt St incidentally.
There were four cars and two boat trailers parked inside the gate down on the river (I think they’ve given up replacing
locks). We eventually ran into the blokes in two of the boats who were out for a fish and a few drinks. They were
friendly types who’d caught a stack of small stuff but assured me they’d been getting 40 and 50cm models on bait a
few weeks back.
No sign of those for Jules and I. We were catching strictly small stuff – probably 130 to 160 though we didn’t bother
to break out the ruler.
When these guys were getting their boats out of the water another two blokes were putting theirs in and planning to roll
out the swags for an early start to a Wollondilly Club event the next day. What ever happened to sleepy old Wallacia?
Anyway, we’d caught a few small fish on hardbodies and I’d run out of excuses so out came the fly rod. I was
surprised at how easy it was to use whilst sitting down. My accuracy was pretty poor but I actually found it fairly easy
to lay the line on the water and roll the fly in over it to get under the shrubbery – not sure what the purists would say
but it worked for me.
Half an hour of fast retrieves reminded me that putting some goop on the leader would keep things afloat and allow me
to work the popper at a more sensible pace. After that I started to get a bit of interest and managed to pull the fly out of
the mouths of a few interested fish. Light was fading as fast as Julie’s interest when I finally got a firm strike and came
up tight to my first fly rod bass.
Again it was probably sub-200 but it was all I needed to break my duck. I had my first fly rod bass and Jules and I still
had all our ears. Fly rod popping is easy and safe to do from a canoe. It allows you to work only the first few meters of
your retrieve before picking up the fly and putting it back in the strike zone so it can be a highly efficient way to fish.
Now, I wonder how I’ll go doing it out of the kayak …

Alan Fowkes

International Regatta Centre Outing with the Springwood Club Jan 16th 2010
Last call for members interested in joining our Springwood friends on the warm-up lake at the Olympic
rowing, canoe & kayak facility. Please contact The Ed if you would like to go as I have to confirm numbers
to them before the end of the month. I’m actually looking forward to this event. I heard from their
President, Al Phillis recently and he told me that he caught the fish of the day at their last outing there – a
48cm fish on a monster ⅜ oz spinnerbait ! So there are bigger fish in there!
A reminder –
• $6 or $7 fee (to the Regatta Centre)
• Arrive ~2:30pm, start fishing ~3pm, fish until sunset, then BBQ & drinks.
• Go through Regatta Centre Main Entrance, over the bridge, car park to the left, and a boat ramp.
The Springwood guys will be around the ramp with the BBQ.
• BYO drinks, paper plates, utensils & chairs.
• ######### PFD’s (lifejackets) are COMPULSORY! ########
• We are under our hosts’ insurance as their visitors
• Paddle &/or electric power only
• Toilets on site, shade trees, grassy banks
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NEWS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jim Taylor has moved up the coast and the new Club Secretary is Ashley Thamm. Thanks to Jim for his
dedication & efficiency over the last few years. Thanks also to Ashley for putting his hand up for this role.
A few of the Springwood guys attended the Southern Bass Tallowa event in November. They report that they
had a ball, catching many fish and were greatly impressed by their pulling power.
We welcome a new member, Bill Raffle who has just joined us via our website. He’s joining us at our Xmas
dinner next week so he can meet some of us before the holidays.
Several members will be attending St Albans Common Carp & Native Fish event this weekend.
Look out for news from Milton about the upcoming Lane Cove River BassCatch. He’s arranging things now
with the rangers and will probably be held on the arvo of Saturday, December 12th.
The official opening of the 3 Fishways project in Parramatta was held recently. Bass Sydney was represented
by Neville Lelo. We’ll have to get Nev to tell us about it.
Weed Watch – hyacinths are taking over the Nepean!! I thought salvinia was bad enough last year, but water
hyacinth seems to have really taken off this year. Alan Izzard has contacted the relevant authorities and has
been informed that spraying has happened recently. Whenever any of us are on the water on the Nepean, we
should monitor the situation.

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
HS Tham, Editor

Next Meeting is on
Tuesday 8th December
Christmas Dinner @
New Empress Chinese
Restaurant, West Ryde
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Thanks to our great sponsors:

Great Aussie-made bass catchin’ lures:
www.ausspinlures.com
Need a Sydney tackle store ?

www.absolutelyhooked.com.au

Fly fishing gear & accessories:

Derek McKenzie Fly Fishing Outfitters
www.derekmckenzie.com.au
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